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Inspired by the clandestine unauthorized raid on a World War II POW camp that General George S. Patton
later described as the only mistake I made during the war," bestselling author James D. Shipman delivers a

powerful, action-packed novel that illustrates the long-buried secrets and unending costs of war. March 1945.
Allied forces are battle-worn but wearily optimistic. Russia's Red Army is advancing hard on Germany from
the east, bolstering Allied troops moving in from the west and north. Soon, surely, Axis forces must accept
defeat. Yet for Captain Jim Curtis, each day is a reminder of how unpredictable and uncertain warfare can be.
Captured during the Battle of the Bulge after the Germans launched a devastating surprise attack, Curtis is
imprisoned at a POW camp in Hammelburg, Bavaria. Conditions are grim. Inmates and guards alike are

freezing and starving, with rations dwindling day by day.

Patton later. und das Unternehmen. Although Baum was expecting to make a penetration in minutes
intelligence proved faulty.
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Task Force Baum. Task Force Baumnamed after its commander Captain Abraham Baumset out on Ma. Indeed
fifty miles away a task force of three. Three such tanks were attached to Task Force Baum under the

command of TSgt. Abe Baum who led the storied Task Force Baum during the European campaign of WW II
relates his experiences to the. FREE Shipping on orders over 25.00. Based on a controversial raid in WWII to

liberate a POW camp behind Nazi lines this novel is revealing and at the same time great reading
entertainment. From the first crackling sentence to the vividly rendered climax Task Force Baum provides the
reader with a tempo that never flags. Shipman delivers a. Book Kensington Books 2019 First Kensington

hardcover edition. Advance praise for James D.
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